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- The Ubuntu Leaders Academy ( an initiative by IPAV) is a youth-
oriented program aimed at training in socio-emotional skills related

to Servant Leadership, Building Bridges and Ethics of Care. Based on
the Ubuntu philosophy – “I am because you are” - the training

methodology prioritizes five personal key competencies: self-
knowledge, self-confidence, resilience, empathy and service.

 

More information on the website: www.ubuntuleadersacademy.org
 

-  Instituto Padre António Vieira is a non-profit Civic Association,
recognized as a public utility organization (IPSS) and Non-

Governmental Organization for Development (NGOD), whose mission
is the promotion of human dignity. It is, in Portugal and in the world,

among the leaders in social innovation promoting human dignity, 
 through collaborative culture furthering "unity in diversity”. 

 

More information on the website: www.ipav.pt
 

http://www.ubuntuleadersacademy.org/
http://www.ipav.pt/


The Ubuntu Leaders
Academy International is

supported by the Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation.

THANK YOU!
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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y

W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .

Founded in 2010, in Portugal, by IPAV - Instituto Padre António Vieira, the

Ubuntu Leaders Academy (ULA) has engaged with around 12,000 youth

from more than 58 countries in 4 continents. The Ubuntu Leaders
Academy, with the goal of promoting reconciliation, building bridges and

restoring human dignity, is currently training youth engaged in social

activism, founders of NGOs, social organizations, academic institutions,

government agencies and university students from several countries in

Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America.

After running digital training editions in the CPLP (Community of
Portuguese Language Countries) and in Latin America very successfully, 

 IPAV decided to invest in the development of the first digital edition in

English of the Ubuntu Leaders Academy (ULA), aiming at impacting the

youth in the entire African continent. Through the patronage of Her Royal

Highness Princess Rym Ali of Jordan, the Ubuntu Leaders Academy

extended its reach to Jordan and neighboring countries in the Middle-East.

ULA's first edition for Africa and the Middle East´s targeted the youth

engaged with practical work on community development, young social

entrepreneurs focused on the economic development of their communities,

individuals solving problems for the most disadvantaged pockets of the

population, providing support in health, fair and equal access to education

to children, access to after school activities, to sports and cultural

opportunities for both males and females.
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W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .

IPAV was able to disseminate the Ubuntu training through informal social

networks of young Africans engaged in citizenship and education, and

managed to tap into an ecosystem of different non-governmental partner

organizations, such as President Obama's Young African Leaders Initiative,

as well as peer organizations funded by US networks. In short, the

dissemination was made popular in heavy traffic digital platforms. The

message was written in an attractive, "catchy" intentionally targeted at

youth engaged in social and community development. The word UBUNTU

featured prominently in the explanatory text, a word with which any young

African does have a degree of identification.

The 220 trainee-cohort was chosen out of 900 applications and
throughout the entire training period were led by a group of 36
international Ubuntu trainers from 16 countries. The Ubuntu training was

organized in 5 seminars, held on 5 consecutive Saturdays, from January
19 to February 22. The training was conducted via ZOOM, in plenary and

group sessions. Leading like Mandela, Building Bridges, Overcoming
Obstacles, Ubuntu Lives and I have a Dream were the themes of the 5

seminars. As inspirational guest speakers José Ramos Horta, of East Timor,

Princess Rym Ali, of Jordan, Ruy Santos, of Mozambique, Emmanuel Nzai, of

Kenya and Masimba Kuchera of Zimbabwe.

220 trainee-cohort
900 applications
36 trainers
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W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .

At the end of the 5th seminar, the trainees requested a 6th meeting in

which they stated their interest and commitment to establish the interim-
committee of the African Chapter of the Ubuntu Leaders Academy. The

participants from the Middle East followed suit and established the Middle

Eastern Chapter of the Ubuntu Leaders Academy. At the end of the training,

certificates were awarded to 170 participants with 100% attendance.

The seminars were evaluated individually and a grade average of 9.5 out
of 10 was obtained for all of the seminars. 

“I have not only improved
professionally but also
personally and in my
social relationships.
Topics such as 'Building
Bridges' and 'Leading like
Mandela' contributed to
this growth."

We need more of this kind
of training. We should use
this platform as a
leadership research and
refurbishing platform,
because of the diversity,
skills, knowledge, and
geographical spread of
Ubuntus.”

"The Ubuntu Leaders
Academy has changed my
life completely'

ABDU L B A S E T  HAMZA ,  S UDAN

9.5 out of 10
grade average

evaluation

170
100% attendence

participants
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The ULA invites the participants on

an inner journey that challenges

the way they see themselves and

relate to others, becoming able, as

Gandhi said, "to fight for the

change they want to see in the

world”. Through the Ubuntu

Method, the Academy trains

leaders who are capable of caring,

listening, furthering reconciliation

in their communities, by building

bridges and restoring human

dignity.

W H A T ?

W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .

The Ubuntu Leaders Academy
(ULA) is a personal development

programme for young people with

high leadership potential who seek

the common good of their

communities.

Inspired by world-renowned

personalities namely Nelson

Mandela, Martin Luther King,

Desmond Tutu, Gandhi, among

others, the Ubuntu Leaders
Academy was founded in 2010,

aiming to train a new generation of

youth leaders focused on

community development through

Servant Leadership, Ethics of
Care and Bridge Building 
 strategies.
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Empower young people as

agents of change at the servi-

ce of their communities, pro-

moting  integrated deve-

lopment skills, with a focus on

servant leadership;

With the goal of promoting
reconciliation, building bridges
and restoring human dignity, the

project has the following objecti-

ves:

W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .

Increase dialogue among and

within communities for the

promotion of peace and justice,

contributing to the deve-

lopment of more inclusive and

resilient societies;

 Promote ethics of care,

focused on empathy, attention

and personal responsibility: 

 caring for myself,caring for the

other and looking after the

planet
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Founded in 2010, in Portugal, by

IPAV - Instituto Padre António
Vieira, the ULA has engaged with

around 12,000 young people
from more than 58 countries on
4 continents. 

ULA's delegation

ULA Digital Edition Participants

The Ubuntu Leaders Academy is
currently training youth enga-
ged in social activism, founders
of NGOs, social organizations,
academic institutions, govern-
ment agencies and university
students from several countries
in Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin
America.

Along with the great international

expansion in residential training

formats and in response to the

global pandemic, the Academy

resorted to digital engagement

formats. 
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87 participants 
6 countries
Latin America I

200 participants 
14 countries
Latin America II 

90 participants 
13 countries

Community of
Portuguese Language

Countries

58 participants 
7 countries

University Students in
Portugal

49 participants 
 

BRAZIL: Distrito Federal

108 participants 
 

BRAZIL: FACENS
University

55 participants 
 

PORTUGAL: ISCTE

126 participants 
 PORTUGAL: 

Training of Trainers -
9th Edition

DATA FROM OTHER ULA
DIGITAL EDITIONS:

april and 
may 2021

april and 
may 2021

march and 
april 2021

april to 
june 2021

march and 
april 2020

september and 
october 2020

february and 
march 2020

june and 
july 2020
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W H Y ?

After running successfully digital

training editions in  the CPLP
(Community of Portuguese
Language Countries) and in Latin
America, IPAV decided to invest in

the development of a digital
edition, in English, targeting the
youth of the entire African
continent, and through the
patronage of Her Royal Highness
Princess Rym Ali of Jordan, to
reach out to the youth in Jordan
and other countries in the
region.

AFRICA´S CULTURAL
HERITAGE
The Ubuntu philosophy is Africa
´s legacy to the world. Engaging

the youth of the countries where

this ancestral philosophy has its

roots was perceived by IPAV´s

executive committee, as the

natural next step in the inter-

nationalization of the Ubuntu
Leaders Academy.
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Ubuntu as cultural heritage is

somewhat lost and its resurgence

is deemed crucial, since it may

play an important role in the new

21 century challenges. Sixty-six
percent of the population in
Africa is below 25 years of age,
and the Ubuntu philosophical
approach may play a critical role
in propelling the new gene-
ration of leaders to proactively
engage in tackling growth and
development in their
communities. 

BUILDING BRIDGES
IN THE MIDDLE EAST
The idea behind establishing an

Ubuntu Leaders Academy in the
Middle East extending training on

servant leadership and building

bridges to Jordan and surrounding

countries through the support of

the Jordan royal family and the

Jordan Media Institute was to

seed a space of opportunity for

dialogue and co-construction,

targeting the Arabic speaking

youth in the first phase, and

adding youth organizations from

Israel at a later stage. 
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Following on immediately after the

5th themed seminar, 'I HAVE A

DREAM', the youth leaders elected

to establish the AFRICA SECTION
of the Ubuntu Global Network.

An interim committee with

representatives from the whole

continent has been set up, The
Middle East has followed suit, and

created its own representation in

UGN.

The AFRICA
CHAPTER OF THE
UBUNTU GLOBAL
NETWORK
One other objective of Africa and
the Middle East edition was to

inspire and ignite contact among

like-minded youth. 

The post-training set up of a

strong network of Ubuntu Youth

Leaders reinforced a  sense of

mission!! 



The Ubuntu training was

organized in 5 seminars, held on 5
consecutive Saturdays. The

seminars started at 9:00 am and
ended at 4:00 pm, for a period of

6 consecutive online hours with

2 short 10-minute breaks, in the

morning and afternoon, and a 30-

minute lunch break. Short
physical exercise breaks took
place in the morning and
afternoon periods. 

H O W ? The training was conducted via

ZOOM, in plenary and group
sessions, led by 3 Ubuntu

animators in each group. Ten
groups consisting of 22
multinational participants were
established, named after  a

world-renowned leader of

reference, as follows:

1 - DESMOND TUTU
2 - MALALA
3 - MARTIN LUTHER KING
4 - MOTHER TERESA OF CALCUTTA
5 - GANDHI
6- DENIS MUKWEGE
7 - NADIA MURAD
8 - KOFI ANNAN
9 - WANGARI MAATHAI
10 - MUHAMMAD YUNUS
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The meeting with the

candidates/potential trainees

focused on introducing the ULA

with deeper detail to the global

audience. Each candidate was

given the opportunity to pitch for

enrolling in the program. The

candidates' pitches were part of

the selection process.

The training seminars were held

under the following themes:

A launching session for the
international team of trainers
was facilitated on the 21st of
November 2020. An online

welcoming session was held for
potential trainees on the 3rd
January 2021.

The meeting with the trainers

focused on the objectives of the

training for Africa and the Middle-

East, and on team building, with

the participation of the director of

the Academy, Rui Marques, and

the president of the Ubuntu Global

Network, Professor John Volmink. 

LEADING LINK MANDELA
JANUARY 23

BUILDING BRIDGES
JANUARY 30

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
FEBRUARY 6 

UBUNTU LIVES
FEBRUARY 13

I HAVE A DREAM
FEBRUARY 20
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objectives:
- Present and increase knowledge on Ubuntu philosophy;

- Explore the concept of servant leadership, in its theoretical component

and in its practical application;

- Promote reflection and knowledge about Nelson Mandela's path,

analyzing his transformation as a person and as a  leader;

- Increase knowledge regarding the history of South Africa and Apartheid;

JANUARY 23
LEADING LIKE 
MANDELA EMPATHY AND RESILIENCE



Day 1 is the most expository and is intended to be an inspiring day. In the U

process, this day is located at the top of the left curve, as it does not require

much interiority or deep sharing so it is a lighter day, on an emotional level.

with Ruy Santos of  Plataforma
Makobo, Mozambique
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objectives:
-Systematize the skills and challenges inherent to building bridges;

-Encourage reflection on the Pontiff's personal identity and accountability;

-Motivate and empower through examples and testimonies of dialogue

and mediation; 

-Promote a culture of dialogue and peace and increased awareness of the

dynamics in interpersonal relationships.

JANUARY 30
BUILDING 
BRIDGES SELF-KNOWLEDGE AND EMPATHY



Day 2 is the most dynamic. It is the day when we inspire and motivate to

start building servant leadership in each one, by exploring the foundation

of building bridges. It seeks to be a joyful day. In the U, this day goes down

the left side of the curve, since it implies looking inwardly, in an exercise of

self-knowledge that is not meant to be painful, but rather to recognize the

qualities and skills of a Pontiff. It also leads to a deeper look at the other, in

a challenging exercise of empathy.

with HRH Princess 
Rym Ali of Jordan
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objectives:
- Provide situations to overcome obstacles/barriers

- Promote reflection on perseverance, persistence, and overcoming

obstacles, using testimonies and personal examples

- Increase awareness and reflection on overcoming personal challenges

and obstacles, and identifying learning that occurred.

FEBRUARY 6
OVERCOMING
OBSTACLES SELF-KNOWLEDGE AND RESILIENCE



with Masimba Kuchera disability
rights advocate, Zimbabwe

Day 3 challenges each participant to look inside and face the adversities

and challenges of their life, making it the deepest day in terms of

individual reflection and, usually, the most emotionally challenging. On this

day the energies are more centered on each one, so it is a less expansive

and dynamic day. This day is located at the base of the U, at the most

decreasing point of the curve, given the deeper, reflective and introspective

nature of the activities. It is expected that somewhat painful and emotional

processes may be generated in the participants. It is intended that the

remaining days, on the upward curve of the U, allow us to integrate and

develop positively the experiences of this day.
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objectives:
- Increase self-knowledge, through reflection exercises and personal

storytelling techniques

- Increase the ability to structure one´s life story

- Develop public speaking, empathy and active listening skills

FEBRUARY 13
UBUNTU 
LIVES SELF-KNOWLEDGE AND EMPATHY



Day 4 is a day to celebrate lives! The life of each participant and the life of

those who crossed their lives. On this day, each participant is challenged to

build the narrative of one´s life, understanding the importance that

storytelling has in the reframing of one´s story and in the inspiration that

sharing it can bring to others. On this day, the energies are more positive

and the tone is more cheerful. The fourth day begins ascending the right

curve of the U, in an exercise of balancing looking at each other's life as a

relationship between me and the others and thus relieving the self-

centered emphasis of the previous day. The upward curve prepares us to

leave the world, this being the day of transition from individual overcoming

to service to others.

with Thandi Chaane of 
MIET Africa, Cape Town
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objectives:
- Clarify one´s mission

- Motivate for action, persistence, and continuity of the path of personal

growth

- Increase understanding of service and social involvement.

FEBRUARY 20
OVERCOMING
OBSTACLES SELF-CONFIDENCE AND SERVICE



On the last day, each participant develops as a servant leader. At the end of

the week, participants are challenged to think about the role they can play

in their communities. Thus, participants are invited to open themselves up

to others, ending the Ubuntu cycle. It is a day of great motivation and

inspiration, in which everyone feels challenged to be ambitious and to

believe that they can change the reality around them. The fifth and last day

takes participants to the top of the U curve. This day is therefore less

challenging at the reflective and emotional levels, but unsettling and

ambitious in terms of each person's expectations for their life.

with Ramos Horta, Nobel of Peace 
and Emmanuel Nzai, JKP Kenya
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F O R  W H O M ?

ULA's first edition for Africa and the Middle East objective was to
engage with youth from the entire African continent and from the
Middle-East regions, The team that initiated the training invested in a

core contact group of Ubuntu trainers from South Africa and Zimbabwe,

in the hope that from that small core contact group information would

be disseminated, through social media, throughout the entire African

continent. 

Listed below are the countries that were impacted in  North and Central

Africa, Western and Eastern Africa, Southern Africa and the Middle East

regions. 

Algeria. Angola. Botswana. Burkina Faso. Burundi. Cameroon. Chad. Congo. Democratic Republic of

Congo. Egypt. Ethiopia. Gambia. Ghana. Ivory Coast. Jordan. Kenya. Lesotho. Liberia. Madagáscar.

Malawi. Mali. Mauritania. Mauritius. Morocco. Mozambique. Nigeria. Rwanda. Sierra Leone. Somalia.

South Africa. Sudan. Tanzania. Togo. Tunisia. Uganda. Yemen. Zambia. Zimbabwe.

222 participants
39 countries
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THE TRAINERS' TEAM:

John Volmink
South Africa

Rui Marques
Portugal

Moses Machipisa
Zimbabwe

Francisca A. Teixeira
Portugal

Rui Nunes da Silva
Portugal

Mónica Rocha e Melo
Portugal

Ouwais Sadek
 Syria

Pedro Amaro Santos
Portugal

Kedy Santos
São Tomé e Principe

Marta Silva
Portugal

Rita Ferreira
Portugal

Helena Cordeiro
Portugal

Jefferson Escalada
Philippines

Ana
Portugal

Maquilo Jamanca
Guiné-Bissau

Patricia Anzini
Brazil

36 trainers
16 countries
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Margarida Ferreira
Portutgal

Gonçalo Costa
Portugal

Anthony Lopez
Philippines

Isabel Lopes Correia
Cabo Verde

Engel Cerillo
Philippines

Sandra Correia
Portugal

Manuel Lélio Gungulo
Mozambique

Carolina Loureiro
Portugal

John Volmink
South Africa

Pedro Pinto
Portugal

Inês Albergaria
Portugal

Joana Graça Feliciano
Portugal

Edson Incopté
Guiné-Bissau

Roberta Gallo
Italy

Jacquie Scheepers
South Africa

Saliu Djao
Guiné-Bissau

Ana Forte
Portugal

João Quissinguela
Angola

Sofia Sateila
Finland

Nicolau Osório
Portugal
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Dissemination:
The target group of the first  Africa
and Middle East Digital Edition,

was the African civil society,
made up of young leaders
actively involved with their

communities in defending human

dignity through raising awareness

and fighting gender violence,

supporting sexual and reproductive

health strategies, peacebuilding,

empowering women, defending

children's rights and universal

access to education, among others.

W I T H  W H O M ?

Another target group was the

youth engaged with practical work

on community development,

young social entrepreneurs

targeting the economic

development of their

communities, solving problems for

the most disadvantaged pockets

of the population, providing

support in health, fair and equal

access to education to children,

access to after school activities, to

sports and cultural opportunities

for both males and females.
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One of the aspects to be

highlighted and which may also

explain the huge response to the

training (900 applications
covering the entire continent) is
inherent to the specificity of the

content: the Ubuntu training is

unique because it focuses on

training in leadership through

values, or expressed in another

way, "values-driven leadership".

This very profound aspect of our

ULA, which has the audacity to

change paradigms and remind

young people of the essence of

human relationships through "I
AM BECAUSE YOU ARE", is what

distinguishes IPAV from the

myriad of organisations in

leadership

900 APPLICATIONS

Through the key person in this first

edition, Moses Machipisa, IPAV

was able to disseminate the

Ubuntu training through informal

social networks of young Africans

engaged in citizenship and

education and managed to tap

into an ecosystem of different

non-governmental partner

organizations, such as President

Obama's Young African Leaders

Initiative, as well as peer

organizations funded by US

networks. In short, the

dissemination was made popular

in (heavy traffic) digital platforms.

Content of communication
methods: 
The message was written in an

attractive, "catchy" intentionally

targeted at young people, social

and community development

activists. The word UBUNTU

features prominently in the

explanatory text, a word with

which any young African does

have a degree of identification.
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evaluating through words

I M P A C T S

Throughout the 5 seminars, the participants expressed themselves using

words, expressions, concepts - everything they learned, discussed, and

shared with each other. 

Leading like Mandela key ideas:
participants mentioned “forgi-

veness”, “empathy”, “love”,

“sacrifice”, “patience”, “coherence”,

“congruence”, “consistency”, “resi-

lience”, “inclusiveness”, “the power

of transformation”, “togetherness”,

“be humble and kind”, “re-

conciliation”.  They retained what

Professor John Volmink had said:

"The measure of a man is how he

treats those who can do him no

favours".



Overcoming Obstacles

Building Bridges key ideas:
to empathize with our fellow men,

collaborate, avoid prejudice,

communicate. Diversity is the

source of learning. The importance

of dialogue and listening while

building bridges between people

and communities. Connections.

Believe in ourselves. Bond with

each other. Bridge maintenance: it

is not enough to build bridges, but

ensure they´re maintained.

key ideas:
managing vulnerabilities and

resilience. Self-knowledge. Self-

leadership. The awareness that

everyone has a pain we know

nothing about. Broken vessels still

matter (resilience and Kentsugi

principle). We have learned so

much from overcoming obstacles

to fighting through and

persevering through life. Never be

ashamed of what you are going

through. We can create beauty out

of chaos. 



I have a dream

Ubuntu Lives key ideas:
Never hear a single story. Hear the

story from all sides. Storytelling:

inspiration, empowerment. For-

giveness, telling own stories to

ensure true reflections, courage,

generosity of spirit. Be an actor in

the play and not only a spectator.

Be bold to tell your story.

key ideas:
Taking the initiative to course

change. Keeping moving forward,

justice, forgiveness, building

bridges, partnership, humanity.

Don't let the dream die. Keep

moving no matter what. If you

can't fly then run, if you can't run

then walk, if you can't walk then

crawl, but whatever you do you

have to keep moving forward.

Martin Luther King Jr. No matter

what, just keep on moving. People

weren't born to hate; they can be

taught to love. Personally learned

restorative justice and practised it

at my workplace. Servant

leadership.



Comments and suggestions
were also made:

Inspiring. A great sense of

gratitude for being selected to

participate. I am taking Mandela

leadership philosophy with me to

my community. I'm utterly grateful

to be part of this program and I am

looking forward to contributing

and learning from my fellow

colleagues. Very impactful. I would

like to thank you for the

remarkable works you are doing.

This seminar was top-notch

helping me reaffirm my

professional quest to build a

disability-inclusive society. 

We need more of this kind of

training. We should use this

platform as a leadership research

and refurbishing platform, because

of the diversity, skills, knowledge,

and geographical spread of

Ubuntus. Indeed, every week is an

amazing session because I always

learn something new. Thank you,

and keep it up for the hard work to

build more Ubuntu leaders. 



Time for activities and reflection

should be increased so that the

team can have more time to

discuss and know each other.

Books should be shared. I would

appreciate it if you could send the

links of sessions via WhatsApp.

That would be much more helpful.

Thanks for adjusting time. I feel

there should be moments where

we are asked to reflect on how we

can put each seminar to practical

use in our professional lives.

Perhaps we could connect with

the guest speakers if it is possible,

maybe following them on certain

social media platforms. I want to

ask if students in this academy can

get a subsidy for data. Besides

having lots of Internet issues, data

is very expensive. Sometimes, the

sound of videos and films was not

very good. Some subtitles could

not be seen. I want to suggest that

proceedings of each meeting

should be sent to participants, so

they can listen and re-listen to

improve their understanding.



9,48/10
General Evaluation

of the Sessions

9,59/10
Usefulness of the

training

9,51/10
Clarity of the

objectives of the
session

9,37/10
Videos and

presentations

9,28/10
Activities and

Reflection time:

9,51/10
Guest Speakers

Participants were asked to evaluate each seminar by being as truthful
and objective as possible, using a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 was "very
negative" and 10 was "very positive".



It was unanimously stated that

the five-session seminars were an

amazing and unforgettable

experience, an “epic” moment as

Mónica Rocha e Melo stressed.

Everyone expressed feelings of

happiness and gratitude for the

environment, the connection, and

collaboration among the

facilitators as well as their

engagement and proactiveness.

Teamwork was said to be

supportive and incredibly positive.

All congratulated the tech team

for their excellent work and

backup.

Jacqui Scheepers pointed out

the importance of the multiple

media used as people are quite

different and learn in different

ways, which made everything

always interesting and catchy. She

also referred to the great diversity

there was among participants and

trainers. 

Trainers’ perspectives
Ana Raposo said there was a good

balance between the general

sessions and the group ones. Ana
Forte and Joana Feliciano valued

the overcoming of obstacles by

the whole team whenever

something unexpected occurred,

especially the digital issues. Joana
remarked this big group as “a new

family without borders.” The

energizers and stretching

moments were also very enjoyable.

Nicolau Osório mentioned the

adjustments done as well as the

moments when the trainees

participated more actively. Moises
Machipisa remembered the song

made by one of the participants.

Carolina Loureiro appreciated the

way different facilitators were

given varied roles and

responsibilities. The sessions’

duration adjustment was also a

positive point.
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sessions and the group ones. Ana
Forte and Joana Feliciano valued

the overcoming of obstacles by

the whole team whenever

something unexpected occurred,

especially the digital issues. Joana
remarked this big group as “a new

family without borders.” The

energizers and stretching

moments were also very enjoyable.

Nicolau Osório mentioned the

adjustments done as well as the

moments when the trainees

participated more actively. Moses
Machipisa remembered the song

made by one of the participants.

Carolina Loureiro appreciated the

way different facilitators were

given varied roles and

responsibilities. The sessions’

duration adjustment was also a

positive point.



Although the trainers found the

rehearsals and planning

especially important and helpful,

it was suggested that the

planning sessions should be sent

earlier so that everyone could be

better prepared. Besides,

sometimes there were late

changes that caused some

confusion. Moses Machipisa
commented that some subjects

like “Freedom Writers”, “Kintsugi”

or the dynamic “If I were a

bridge” were probably not the

most adequate for the

participants as far as their reality

is concerned. There were some

considerations about the careful

planning of the reflection

sessions, the number of

participants per group that could

be smaller, the need to maintain

communication in WhatsApp

groups between the seminars

and the cohosts being given

permission to admit persons in

the rooms.

Altogether, it was a magical event,

quoting Helena Cordeiro. As she

highlighted, it was a privilege to

have met extraordinary people

and learned with the speakers, the

facilitators, and the participants.



Abdulbaset stated "that The

Ubuntu Leadership Academy had

changed his life completely. We
are special books; it’s our story
that brings us together; we´re
all working as one hand
together, to enhance the whole
community. To lead is to solve

issues, rebuild, reconcile. We have

gained a lot from ULA. We, African

fellows, have resources but we

don’t have good leaders; there’s a

lot of corruption – education and

health care are damaged due to

the bad actions of our leaders.

Ubuntu is re-establishing the
whole country on the basis of
equality, fraternity, justice,
servant leadership, and forget
all about the sad narratives. If
we apply Ubuntu in our lives, no
one will suffer."

When asked about the experience

lived throughout the Ubuntu

Leadership Academy seminars, all

agreed that this was a life-

changing event. Everyone referred

to this Academy as a safe place

where people could share and

express their opinions and be

their own selves. Ubuntu is about

Humanity, a way of rebuilding a

new world, a way of embodying

compassion for others.

'The Ubuntu
Leaders Academy
has changed my
life completely'.
ABDU L B A S E T  HAMZA ,  S UDAN

Focus-groups results

Alufoge Charles told us he

"could think of three big areas

explaining - how the Academy

changed my perception about

other people rather than judge

them; appreciate others as well as

myself; we can live together in

peace".



Kelechi Ezeigwe emphasized

that "It was an honour having

attended ULA. The world needs

empathy, selfless leaders. What a

wonderful world it would be if we

all lived Ubuntu!"

In Ubong Inyang’s opinion, "It

gives you the impact on how to

look at others, regardless of what

they look like at first sight. The

Ubuntu philosophy talks about

servant leadership from the

perspective of looking at

ourselves. No matter what we go
through, we should learn to be
more resilient. Building bridges
is about the way we relate with
others; we have to see
ourselves as branches of the
same tree; learn how to lead
yourself and lead others."

As for Sharon, "this is a platform

where young people can express

their opinions and ideas, where

everyone can share what they

think about their leadership in

their country or their personal

leadership; it helps one identify

some of one´s personal qualities

and develop them. Ubuntu
shapes you, helps you dream
bigger".

Furthermore, Joseph Hilfe
responded that "Ubuntu is an

alternative philosophy not only to

African people but also to the

whole world. Ubuntu is going to

change the world, the way we

perceive things. It can drive the

African continent to further

milestones of development.

Ubuntu may play an effective 
 role in peaceful coexistence in
the world, in a responsible and
caring society in the very near
future."



Being asked about the

importance of new training

modules and what their contents

would be, participants agreed

unanimously. Many are also

looking forward to a real Ubuntu

meeting whenever the

opportunity arrives. Douglas

Ogutu pointed out that regular

training will “keep the fire

burning” and Sharon Lunya also

ratified that new training modules

from time to time create diversity.

Most agree on training modules

on a quarterly basis. Training for

trainers is the priority as

participants are eager to

implement and take Ubuntu to

their communities.

economic empowerment, how to

start a business, problem-solving

issues. Young people want to

cause change but may not know

how to get the resources and

there are those who have the

resources but don’t know how to

manage them. Ubuntu Academy
enhances servant leadership
which is lacking especially in
African Leadership sphere".

Mohammad Khamis also stated

that, and we quote, "We should

always have frequent training that

follows what is going on around

us. We should always upskill, we
should always learn new
methods and ways to
communicate, to have inclusion
in the community around us and
to be actual leaders like
Mandela. Actually, to lead we

need to serve and to serve is what

makes us communities and again

building bridges". 

'Ubuntu shapes
you, helps you
dream bigger.'
S H A RON  L UN Y A ,  UGANDA

Douglas Ogutu added that 

 "despite personal and social

development, there should be a

focus on the realities of life:

people who don’t have jobs,

people still struggling seriously to

get data, 



Sharon Lunya presented some

ideas (her words) "like giving

different countries challenges to

perform and it could be a musical

challenge, so that every country

has a theme song and dance to it,

so that every time the UBUNTUS

meet, we start with that as an ice

breaker or something. This will

make the bond between the

Ubuntu Leaders in the different

countries stronger. It will also help

the countries identify more with

each other."

Following the same ideas, Emilly
Geraldine said "that the training
can also focus on building
talents, ask trainees to compose
songs, poems, inspirational
quotes, graphics etc. These can

be shared in the last session that

concludes the training. This can

keep trainees busy and thinking

about the training not just sitting

and waiting for the next seminar.

It’s good to have speakers from

each country and young speakers

would be important. Trainees

should be selected and be sent

topics to take part of the training.

It would be closer to the trainees

to see people they know."

Peter Mumba suggested modules

on how "we can make a better

world using technology, modules

on problem-solving, conflict

management. We need to
change Africa for real!"

Hafswa Shirazy referred to "how

to be a trainer, considering

different levels according to

people’s ages. It’s very important

to get documented and have

feedback."

All things considered, we realise

how crucial the ULA seminars

were for all the countries from

Africa and the Middle East

involved. Even though Ubuntu is

an African concept and a way of

life, the truth is that the seminars

brought back to people the

strength and power of this

philosophy. This was also a

moment where people felt they

were seen and heard. People

realised they have a voice. Strong

bonds were made. Trainers and

trainees felt we are all branches of

the same tree as Nelson Mandela

had reminded us.



Quoting Nelson Mandela in his

speech at a Kgotla (Traditional

Assembly), Serowe, Botswana, on

September 6, 1995, "As a tree will
blossom only with care and
attention, so our countries and our
region will blossom and grow from
strength to strength if we care and
work hard. As this tree reaches for
the heavens, let it encourage us
always to aim higher and higher in
meeting the new challenges which
face us. As its branches spread, so
may the cooperation between us
spread out and embrace our whole
region and our continent of
Africa."

We would add “may the
cooperation between all of us
spread out and embrace our
whole world”. Now that the

connection was made, let it not be

broken. We can say we took a step

forward and the only way now is

going towards the future and

hopefully never going back.

W E  A R E  B R A N C H E S  O F  T H E  S A M E  T R E E .  
O N E  H U M A N  F A M I L Y .



0 2,5 5 7,5 10

1. I know myself well.   . 

2. I believe in my talents and qualities.   . 

3. I see difficulties as opportunities for growth. I'm resilient.   . 

4. I can put myself in the shoes of others and feel with them. I'm empathetic.   . 

5. I want to put myself at the service of others.   . 

1. I am responsible and know how to make commitments.   . 

2. I am punctual and assiduous.   . 

3. I attach importance to personal testimony.   . 

1. I like to interact with people from different contexts.   . 

2. I am tolerant and able to see the other's point of view.   . 

3. I can forgive and I have the ability to reconcile.   . 

4. I have conflict resolution skills.   . 

5. I have conflict resolution skills.   . 

6. I have negotiation skills.   . 

1. I know the Ubuntu philosophy.   . 

2. I am pleased to participate in the Ubuntu Leaders Academy.   . 

1. I have the capacity for critical analysis. I identify the problems with a view to their solution.   . 

2. I know and I enjoy working as a team.   . 

3. I feel comfortable speaking in public.   . 

4. I handle the unexpected well. I solve unexpected problems well.   . 

1. I feel professionally fulfilled.   . 

2. In general. I feel personally fulfilled.   . 

3. I look to the future with hope.   . 
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before after

impact evaluation
Throughout the 5 seminars, the participants lived a self development

experience. In order to understand this process, participants were asked to

assess their perception of the issues below, thinking about their situation

upon arrival (beginning of the training process) to and in the the end.
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'Thank you for bringing
change in my life'

'The ULA has been a great
opportunity for me to grow
and develop.'

'These seminars have been
really life changing for me.'

before after
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a letter to the Ubuntu
Leaders Academy,



Lesotho
April 15, 2021

Dear Ubuntu Leaders Academy,

It is with great pleasure that I am writing this letter to you. Being selected as one of the
participants in the first digital edition of Ubuntu Leaders Academy – Africa and Middle
East was such a great privilege and honor. The five seminars were so enlightening.

Having to interact with other smart youth from different countries was so much fun and it
was good to hear perspectives from different people. I learned quite a lot from them.

After knowing about the Ubuntu philosophy I have changed in a positive way. I now
know that we are all branches of the same tree therefore, I now take everyone into
consideration before taking any action.

I was very fortunate to have been selected to be part of this beautiful journey when I
was because it was the time when I had just been promoted to a Team Leader position
at work. I am confident to say that I am a good servant leader because of what I
learned from the Ubuntu Leaders Academy.

I have not only improved professionally but also personally and in my social
relationships. Topics such as “Building Bridges” and “Leading like Mandela” contributed
to this growth.

The guest speakers that spoke at the end of every seminar were so inspiring. They made
us see that through hard work, dedication, and passion everything is possible.

My dream is to see the Ubuntu Leaders Academy spreading throughout all countries in
Africa and the Middle East so that the world can be a better place for everyone.

I will forever carry with me that “TO LEAD IS TO SERVE”.

Thank you once again Ubuntu African Leaders.
Sincerely,
Matseko Mokebe

Matseko Mokebe



Rwanda
April 20, 2021

Dear Ubuntus, 

MY EXPERIENCE OF THE UBUNTU LEADERS ACADEMY, AFRICA AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

It is a bright morning here in Uganda, and it is with great pleasure that I write this letter.
I am sure that almost all the participants of the training can attest that it was one of a
kind, life changing and the timing couldn’t have been better. Now that the world is filled
with confusion and chaos, we need Ubuntu more than ever; to be our best selves and
above all to be at each other’s service, not suffering. Honestly, it’s impossible to write
down my experience in just a letter, or else it might turn into a book. Thus, the
succeeding paragraphs are a summary of my lessons from each seminar. 

Leading like Mandela: It goes without saying that Mandela is among a few servant
leaders the world has ever known and a role model to many. He teaches us that serving
should precede leading. Throughout this seminar, I learnt that I am no better or worse
than anyone else. Everyone deserves to be treated with humanity. Therefore I must serve
and treat others with respect and honesty. I must care for and value those I lead and to
do so I should have “a brain in the heart, and heart in the brain”.

Building bridges: As human beings, we should prioritize building bridges and not walls. It
is upon us to reach out to those near and far. For example; lend a hand to those in need
in whatever way we can or take steps to bury the hatchet other than creating enmity.
Living in hostility surely serves no good. 

Ubuntu lives: There is “I” and there is “we”, but like poet John Dome put it “no man is an
island”. We are ourselves through others; “I am because we are”. We all crave to belong
and at the same time to be unique, but to best belong we have to take time to learn
about ourselves. Only until when we know ourselves better can we be able live
harmoniously with others, serve others better and above all find peace. This may imply
among other things; learning not to take things personally, not to jump to conclusions or
draw baseless judgments and hold no stereotypes. 

Overcoming obstacles: The world is filled with many of these, that’s a fact. But the good
news is that we can bloom even in adversity; even in the most difficult situations there
can be opportunities. We should not be so hard on ourselves, we should seek for help
when we need it, but while we’re at it, we should remember that there are also other
people facing different obstacles. Therefore, we should not think that we are the only
ones suffering, or that our problems weigh more than for others. We should put ourselves
in others shoes, although sometimes it might be impossible to feel or experience what
others exactly feel/felt. So, we 

Emilly Geraldine



all must know that each of us is fighting different demons and better not to mock the
pain you have not endured. 

I have a dream: (“oh yes, I do”) In this seminar I learnt that “trying” could perhaps be a
synonym of life. We don’t have to give up, no need to throw in the towel, no room for
quitting, we just have to hold on tight. We all have dreams, some call them
goals/purpose but one thing that holds us back from achieving our dreams is fear. Fear
of losing, fear of obstacles, fear of being critiqued, fear, fear, fear. Well, the fact is that
no one has everything figured out all the time, not even those who have the most or
those who are most educated. The drill is to keep trying, one step at a time, seizing the
day and refusing to give up_ that is life. Personally, since when I was 6 years old my
dream has been to give hope; to orphans, teenagers, youth and those that feel lost and
not belonging. Hope can take different forms, it can be financial, advice/guidance,
whatever. I may not have reached the peak of my dream but I am not giving up. If you’re
reading my letter and you have a dream, I have this to say “I see you”.

As I close, I believe that Ubuntu must be the bedrock and the yardstick of all human
actions and inactions. Every little bit and every detail of our lives must be based on the
essence of humanity. Last but not least, dear Ubuntu Leaders Academy and Ubuntu
Global Network, thanks a ton for the opportunity, it is an honor to be an alumna of the
academy. 

SENDING YOU ALL UBUNTU HUGS 

Sincerely, 
EMILLY GERALDINE NAMUGANGA

WE ARE ALL BRANCHES OF THE SAME TREE. ONE HUMAN FAMILY



Joseph Hilfe Ntel
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania

April 19, 2021Dear The Ubuntu Leaders Academy, 

Kindly refer to the heading above. With great honor and pleasure, I am extremely
interested in submitting my letter expressing my experience throughout the digital
edition of the Ubuntu Leaders Academy for Africa and the Middle East.

First and foremost I would like to let you know that I applied for the ULA-AME digital
edition during the general election that left behind a lot of contentions. As a youth
leader at our constituency, I actively participated in that election as campaign team
leader. Actions of human rights violations, injustice, torture, humiliation, hate and
uncountable hooligan and cruel acts were rampant in nearly every corner of the
constituency boundaries. I dare to say, slowly, few individuals were becoming animals.

Past election thoughts about what exactly went wrong and what actually should be
done to restore the previous atmosphere of coexistence, love, and respect to humanity
reached a deadlock. I thought there won't be any breakthroughs. While such questions
were still disturbing and confusing, I saw (while surfing through the internet) an
advertisement calling for applications for the digital edition of the Ubuntu Leaders
Academy for Africa and the Middle East. I applied and luckily I was accepted.

During the training, I was extremely astonished but inspired about the organization of
the event(lesson), the content, and the clarity of the themes covered. Despite the
different time zones, the training was a success. The content of the lessons was very
direct and relevant in such a way that it quenched my thirst about what exactly should
be done in my country regarding the aftermath of the past election.

Through the training, I was surely enriched with excellent Ubuntu Philosophy and
methodologies. I have learned how to build bridges, developing an understanding of
the qualities of a good/servant leader, Reconciliation, Resilience, and developing
ethics of care. With real-life experience from guest speakers and through practical
group discussion such philosophies and methodologies were cemented in my mind and
thus, I feel competent though hungry for more.

I was blessed by the fact participants were divided into subgroups to ensure the
effective participation of every member of the seminar. It was through this seminar that
I learned all the lessons relevant and applicable to address post election challenges in
my community. At the end of the seminar, I was aware that, Reconciliation and Building
bridges are essential elements in my community, more now than ever before. It is the
only way out. It's a key to the deadlock and in fact, the perfect breakthrough to post-
election challenges in my community.



I was blessed by the fact participants were divided in sub groups to ensure effective
participation of every member of the seminar. It was through this seminar where I
discovered all the lessons were relevant and applicable do address post election
challenges in my community. At the end of the seminar, I was aware that, Reconciliation
and Building bridges are essential elements in my community Now then ever before. It is
the only way out. It's a key to the deadlock and in fact, the perfect breakthrough to
post election challenges in my community.

To me, Ubuntu is an alternative but superior guiding philosophy in Africa and at the
world stage at large. I believe if Ubuntu philosophies and methodologies could be
taught from the very grassroot level to the higher education level, our communities will
change in terms of how they perceive and handle this. I'm confident and dare to say
that in the world full of threat to peace, Ubuntu therefore is a drive to peace. The world
needs Ubuntu. Viva Ubuntu Viva, Viva Ubuntu Leaders Academy Viva.

I am Because You Are

Joseph Hilfe Ntele
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania
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Stanley Michael Oppong
Osaka, Japan
April 18, 2021Dear Ubuntu Leaders Academy, 

The future we create is the life we live. 

The quest for life’s meaning and harmony birthed through peaceful co-existence as a
compound subject for global success and personal growth remains the central atom of
purposeful living; this reality was no exception in the reasons why I applied for the
Ubuntu Online Leadership Academy at the start of 2021. During those 5-week long,
thought-provoking intensive training sessions engineered with leadership at its core, the
knowledge gained was unexpected: identity, selfless leadership, respect for diversity,
reconciliation, and shared worth. 

I learned that identity can be a bridge to bolster universal connectedness if we let it, or,
a divide when we let superiority be its defining matrix — an existential fact with a long
history of impeding globalization and disunity. Essentially, the practice of intuitive
thinking merged with intercultural relevance to solving our shared problems — racial,
gender, and sexual discrimination, climate change, education, health, etc — was
needfully overemphasized. More so, the need for collectivity in governance,
organizational structure, and leadership is individuality in disguise; I could not be more
fulfilled as a global citizen by these realizations. 

Learning from those modules on self-discovery and worth, love, and leadership taught
me that one does not have to be the smartest in the room to cause change to happen,
you just need to be disciplined and receptive to your inner voice — Nick Vujicic's story
bolded the actualization that we all have amazing gifts and talents, we just have to
look deeper within ourselves to find what those gifts are, the genesis of shared worth; it
is only then can we give meaning to the people and things we get in contact with. 

This brings me to my own dream, one that is sacred and scary and worth daring at the
same time: a non-discriminatory world, where disability will not be an identity of a
person’s true potential but a holy gun to fire up his or her hidden streams of skills and
untapped gifts to produce fruits unheard-of. 

From the Ubuntu philosophy of transformative leadership, I have divagated from the I
want to be to the I am; I did it to We did it. Hence, if I would recommend a change
engine to anyone, it would be the Ubuntu community of solution-driven leaders united by
love and vision for humanity. 

Stanley Michael Oppong
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Richmond Elvis Ark
Accra, Ghana
April 19, 2021The Ubuntu Leaders Academy,

Dear, Sir/ Madam,

MY UBUNTU EXPERIENCE THROUGHOUT THE 5 SEMINARS.

I am so pleased to have been given this unique opportunity to share my experience
after the transformational Ubuntu 5 weeks seminars. I kept hearing the word Ubuntu
from one of my dear friends and I kept wondering what it meant, I tried my possible
best to find the meaning of the word from him. He explained and since then I have
become keen to know more about the word which finally led me to apply for the
opportunity when I first spotted it online.

Indeed the 5 seminars experience has been amazing and has ever since then change
my way of life, thinking personally and in my professional field.

From Leading like Mandela, Building bridges, Overcoming Obstacles, Ubuntu lives and I
have a dream. I have learned that leadership is not just a word or one-day job but is a
whole process on its own which requires understanding oneself thus knowing one's
weakness and strength. Doing this will helps to become a good leader in walking the
talk, influencing, and winning the hearts of others to achieve a common goal.

Furthermore, the seminars have also broadened my knowledge and understanding of
how to always reach out and collaborate with other people to build bridges and solve
societal problems holistically. The seminar has also inculcated values of service,
resilience, empathy, confidence, and also looking at the positive side despite
challenges and obstacles arising.

Moreover, the Ubuntu Method and Philosophy made it known to me that we are all
branches of the same tree and I can become a person through other people. Besides,
one phrase that keeps inspiring me always as a leader from the seminar is; ‘Our core
values drive everything we do as leaders, and without it, making ethical decisions
becomes a problem and we can't change the societal problems around us but rather
contribute negatively to it”. Besides, the seminar also provides networking working
opportunities which enable me to share ideas during the seminars and also build a
professional relationship with other future leaders from other Africa and Middle East
countries.

Finally, I have a dream of being a servant leader contributing my quota to reducing
rural poverty and inequalities and making lasting impacts in the lives of poor children
and the vulnerable in deprived rural communities in Ghana and across West Africa. Also,
to spread the concept of the ubuntu philosophy with other young leaders, tertiary and
secondary school students to build a pool of leaders to build bridges in advancing the
cause of society and country.



Undoubtedly, the 5 seminars, videos, and break-out sessions are much more inspiring
and educative and have equipped me with invaluable transferable knowledge and
skills which I am tailoring personally and in my professional career prospects.
Thank you.

Richmond Elvis Arku
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Winfrida Aldo
Dar es Salaam, Tanzania

April 20, 2021DEAR UBUNTU LEADERS ACADEMY,
My name is Winfrida from Dar es Salaam Tanzania,

My experience with the course through the 5 seminars was more than being in a class.
The 8 hours we spent on the course made me realize my potential in being committed to
something and the power of balancing my time. I knew I had it; however, I did not know
in length and strength exactly but Ubuntu seminars showed me the good side of me
which made me love myself more.
It’s easy to know the importance of serving others (servant leadership) but Ubuntu
seminars took me deeper in realizing the importance of putting others first when it
comes to leadership.

My dream is to work with an international organization that advocates sustainability
development goals because its focus is on making people’s world a better place to live
in. I want to hold big positions in an International organization because I believe in my
leadership skills and strength in changing other people’s lives for the better, I believe in
"walk the talk" and with the experience that I got from the Ubuntu seminar my love for
serving people has increased.

But more Ubuntu seminars gave me confidence as a leader and seeing Ubuntu
facilitators leading us with love and compassion made me believe I can do it too. There
is a UN youth program called UNLEASH which I am an alumni of. Last month, on
February, they announced applications for unleash facilitator trainees. The applications
were open to all of the alumni and among all I was accepted, but what made me dare
to apply? Is the knowledge and skills that I got during the 5 seminars of Ubuntu, the way
facilitators conducted the seminar with a lot of professionalism made me want to
experience the position of facilitating.

This for me is one of the best accomplishments that I have got because of the best
knowledge that I acquired from Ubuntu leaders academy.

Resilience and empathy and all other pillars of Ubuntu have changed my life
tremendously so that I can focus on my dream of working with the International
organization as a DIPLOMAT for the better life of myself and others.

Winfrida
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Nigeria
April 20, 2021

A Reflection on the Ubuntu Leadership Academy Experience

The Ubuntu Leadership Academy program was an amazing experience for me. Having
sat through 8hours of a mind engaging, knowledge-sharing program, 1 day a week for 5
weeks, I must say that it had me looking out for every Saturday morning. 

The 5 sessions looked into topics ranging from: 
1. Leading like Mandela. 
2. Building Bridges. 
3. Resilience. 
4. Ubuntu Lives. 
5. I have a dream. 

Firstly, a fortnight into the first lectures, I was writing a paper on "The Man Mandela",
imaging him as my ideal leadership mentor to submit at a leadership program I signed
up for (African Centre for Leadership, Strategy and Development). When the classes
kicked off and the story of Mandela was told by Professor John Volminks in a way that
would have been difficult to come across such details in a research paper, I knew from
that very moment that the ULA program was the right place for me. The philosophy of
Ubuntu and Servant Leadership was brought to symmetrically align perfectly with the
personality of Nelson Mandela. I learned from that session that true success is not
without significance and the latter can only be achieved when one works not only for
ourselves but in the interest of others. 

Secondly, the careful selection of the themes made it seem as though the sessions were
a sequel, one after the other. The session on Building Bridges emphasized that we are
branches of the same tree and as such should do away with certain cognitive biases
when engaging with people. The break-out segment of this session was very impacting
as I had to imagine and reflect on my life as a bridge that helps connect people and
build productive relationships. Although I know I cannot be all things to all men, but with
imbibing the ethics of care and love in my heart, I have come to embrace the Ubuntu
philosophy that "I am because you are". Hence, I now make conscious efforts to build
bridges of healthy relationships rather than building walls of hatred. 

"Resilience" as the third session seems to be my favorite session of them all, probably
because during that week, due to Covid 19, I lost a man who took me as a son and
cared for me. I felt all was lost, my soul weakened and my spirit shattered. However, the
lessons of the king with the broken tea cup rejuvenated my spirit, I realized at the end
that though things seem in shatters, if I persist, an exquisite piece of art awaits rebirth
from the broken pieces.

Ubong James Inyang



The fourth session presented the exact reassurance I needed. When Professor John
Volminks in the usual tradition of opening the sessions said something quite unusual by
utilizing the analogy of a Cocacola can. He pointed out that the empty can be
effortlessly squashed, but the one with content will put up some level of resistance. He
admonished that we should be filled with an inner form, a form that represents the
"Ubuntu Life". A life of generosity of love, spirit, and friendship. A life that one can
choose to work/walk through pain-filled as an embodiment of the Ubuntu philosophy. 

Although the opening of that day made a remarkable moment, the cherry on top of the
icing came when the guest speaker, Thandi Chaane told a true-life story of the moments
that transitioned to the end of a 6-year-old boy, Raymond, who was shot by the police
and she was "Left to Tell" this painful tale. it did inspire me to reflect, "If my life were a
movie" what would it be? As such, I have come to appreciate life the more realizing
that even in our brokenness we have stories to tell to uplift others. 

Finally, the “I have a dream” session brought to my awareness that the essence of life is
to pursue a just cause which is so great that the ideas birthed will outlive our existence.
No other life would have sufficed as a perfect example, aside from that of Martin Luther
King Jnr which was used in the session. We took turns to take a clue from the life of the
aforementioned leader in sharing our own dreams. Just like Martin Luther, today I have
a dream, a dream that has been inspired by the leadership of Nelson Mandela. A
dream that will promote the building of bridges to connect races, religions, nations, and
ethnicities. A dream that will encourage us to see ourselves as flawed individuals yet still
hold ourselves in high regard. A dream the will guide us to maintain our inner form of
Ubuntu Spirit/life knowing we can't change the world through compliance, cohesion, or
bully, but through significant service, love, and a dream that will outlive us. 

That dream of mine is to see a world where people will learn to LEARN without being
encumbered by previous knowledge. A world where people will learn to LOVE
regardless of bias. A world where people will learn to LIVE without regrets for their life is
an inspiration to others. And how will they do this? They will LEAD knowing the true
evidence of knowledge is in service to mankind. They will LAUGH knowing it is a pill of
love and an antidote of anger and hatred. And they will finally LIVE to leave a legacy.

Ubong James Inyang



Lagos, Nigeria
April 20, 2021

Dear Ubuntu Leader Academy, 

"Ubuntu is the essence of being human"

The training was an amazing experience for me because I got to learn and explore
deeply what it means to be human and how to actually live as a person and live my life
not just for me but keep in mind that I'm just a branch of a tree and I have billions of co-
branches with me and I should constantly consciously remember and let it be an
important factor in all my dealings.

The ride through the training was an exciting exhilarating one and I'll be taking
everyone through it briefly in my abridged version, get in and buckle your seat belt as
it's a ride of a lifetime, and trust me when I state that compared to the full ride with the
training, this will be the tip of the iceberg.

SEMINAR 1 - Leading like Mandela, Ubuntu Servant Leadership, Saturday 23rd
January. 
This was the first day of the Series of Seminars and the atmosphere was electric as there
were so much excitement meeting people from different parts of the world and coming
together to learn and share ideas. The theme "Leading like Mandela" was also a
powerful one to start the training as it touched my core deeply as I'm sure many others
were touched too. We explored what it truly means to be a selfless leader which is
servitude, being a servant is very important as a leader and Madiba was a perfect
example of that because he showed high-quality ethics despite all he went through
prior to becoming President. From the training, I realized that he was already so much
of a leader even before becoming the president and his method of Leading was very
Instrumental in bringing so much change to his nation and that impact also spread
across the world. A short clip from the movie Invictus was shown and from that movie,
Mandela's servant leadership was shown, how he cared for each person and dealt with
them on a personal basis which made them feel valued as people and is something
every leader should strive for. During the personal reflection questions I realized that
and wrote "Mandela was Inspired by the need to exceed his expectations of himself
and do better not just for himself but because it is highly needed and seeing the
number of people that already appreciate his actions even before it became
profound, he realized that he should push harder and do more than he's already doing
and probably thinks he can do and he tries to help others see too. He also inspires
people by making them feel visible and special because the truth is that as humans we
love being seen and heard and that's one way he inspired people".

There's so much more in day one but I'll wrap up with a poem I took off from day one
which really Inspired me

The rainbow nation starts here

Jonathan Godwin



Reconciliation starts here
Forgiveness starts here
Forgiveness liberates the soul, it's such a powerful tool.
I left the session with a new fire burning in my heart.

SEMINAR 2 - Building bridges, Saturday, January 30
During this session, we discussed building bridges, and a question that got me thinking
was asked "If I was a bridge, how would I be?, would I be a big bridge, a small one, an
easy one for pedestrians, or one for cars?"

One thing that connected to me was that our personalities could define the kind of
bridge we are.

We explored different bridges across the world and we got a real feel of the topic, we
explored bridges like the Ponte de Mostar in Bosnia, The Khaju bridge in Iran and The
25 April bridge in Portugal which was the one I connected with the most because of its
structure which was made with metals and how it connected two different parts of the
city that might have otherwise not been connected. Then we talked the next moment
was about Connection which is a major functionality of bridges and one major
takeaway for me was that everyone had a “Password” something that you could
connect to them with and this could range from their gender to Skin color, Sexual
orientation, Language and a lot of other things. From the connection moment, I also
learned that Joy is not only in achieving goals but the feeling of connection, the Joy that
this goal was achieved by working together in working with other people. “Shared
Vision builds connections and gives deep levels of joy after accomplishment. 

Then a video was played and from it, I took away that Leadership is incomplete and
unsuccessful without passing on the baton, it helps the vision stay alive and the mission
continues and benefits future generations. Then the 7 rules of the PONTIFF
“Bridgebuilder” were taught and my favorite rule was the 7th rule Bridge Maintenance
because over time so many bridges have been built in different areas but for lack of
maintenance they fall apart and sometimes the situation it was built to resolve only gets
worse. 

We also learned about the 21st-century skills to build bridges which are, be a listener,
enter into dialogue, recognize the humanity of others, establish personal relationships,
establish a safe space, and joint projects on the bridge. 

Then one of the highlights was when we were addressed by Princess Rym Ali of Jordan. I  
I also learned much from her and was much inspired. 

SEMINAR 3 – Overcoming Obstacles, Saturday, February 6. 

This was a really touching session for me, I literally cried during parts of the session while
we were seeing the butterfly circus movie which really touched my soul. From the session,
I learned that to be resilient I had to look deeper and see possibilities instead of



problems and see the real people in people not just judging by physical appearance
but what they are on the inside. I learned to believe in people and their abilities even if
they don’t see those abilities yet in themselves. 

Resilience has a lot to do with the flexibility we were told about, and that just as we
ourselves need to be catalyzers to people and not just help them solve their problems
but make them realize how much capacity they have to help themselves. 

One powerful quote I took away was that “The greater the struggle, the more glorious
the triumph” and “When you change the way you look at things the things you look at
change”. 

I wrote a letter from Mendez to me and didn’t know when I started sobbing as I realized
some truths that hurt but then gave me the courage I really needed. “The struggles we
face that we think breaks us only become a better part of who we are”. Another
powerful takeaway from this session was that “Self leadership is most important
because for you to lead other people you must first lead yourself”.

Seminar 4 – Ubuntu Lives, February 13.

This session also touched me deeply as it talked about stories of us as people and it
went more personal than every other session. 

An Ubuntu Life is a filled life, a life that has something in it and cannot be moved or
bent no matter how much pressure it faces. I learned that as a leader I must have
content so that I will not be shaken by life. Professor John Volmink said, “Leadership is
not about making people happy, it’s about remaining connected to people”. 

An Ubuntu life is a resilient life with a capacity to recover from pressure, to deal with
pain. An Ubuntu person can feel the pain in the community and doesn’t run away from
it but deals with it. Then we were taught about single stories and their dangers which
are that they create stereotypes, and it’s not because they are not true but they tell only
one part of the story and slowly become a definitive story. A single story robs people of
dignity, it emphasizes that we are different and not how we’re similar. 

Then we watched the freedom writers movie and I was so touched by Miss G that I
immediately watched the full movie after the class and just as it brought tears to my
eyes during the class it did the same again. I reflected on Miss G and how she used
Human connectivity to reach her students and make them realize the truth in their
stories which they couldn’t see which was that they had more in common with the rest of
their classmates than they realize and that they needed to be better people for
themselves but they couldn’t achieve that without first learning to respect, accept and
Love others. Just like Ubuntu teaches us that we are all branches of the same tree and
how striving for that makes life better for us all. 



Then the part of the Toast for change which from the feedback of other participants
was one of the most remarkable for them just like it was for me, that part showed how
powerful our stories are. 

Then we had an interesting activity that got us all to reflect on our lives in an interesting
way, it was the If my life was a movie activity and some of my favorite responses for
mine was in the soundtrack My life will have the whole “The greatest showman movie
soundtrack” because it sums it all up really well, the songs are “This is me” “A million
dreams” “From now on” “Never enough” and “Rewrite the stars”, so I sang lines from
all the songs and My group mentor “Miss Isabel” gave me the challenge to compose a
team song for this Ubuntu training that I would sing on the final day and I got to do
that, I also hope I get to sing it during the Global summit, and better this time haha. It
was a really amazing seminar.

SEMINAR 5 - I have a dream – February 20 

This was the final session and I loved it so much, I attended with mix feeling because I
really didn’t want the training to ever be over as they had really become a very big
part of my weekly routine, and one of the best parts too. 

In this session, we got to discuss dreams and growing them from just being dreams to
becoming a reality. We had the toast for change which was really moving and then we
got to share our dreams and get that fire started in our hearts. 

The Ubuntu Leaders academy journey was indeed an exciting one that I’d love to
relive all over again because it really impacted my life positively. 

Thank you so much Ubuntu for this amazing opportunity for us to learn and grow, it
was really a life-transforming experience and I look forward to so much more.

Jonathan Godwin
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Egbe Bernard Ottawa
Abuja, Nigeria

April 14, 2021
Dear Sir/Madam,
My experience at the 5 weeks seminar

I wish to thank the selection committee for finding me worthy, among the pool of
applications submitted, to be privileged to participate.

Unknowingly or due to sheer coincidence, I have been living the Ubuntu lifestyle for over
3 decades now. I love to help people through any means within my reach to make them
better than when I first met them. The area of quality teaching and providing reliable
and valid information has been a part of me, for better opportunities to the recipient.

The seminar, helped me to unlearn and relearn. Especially when people once helped
never show appreciation as things improve for them. Also, how some will choose to
remain indifferent when giving them good advice.

To be persistent with good thoughts toward humanity and have the spirit of resilience in
difficult situations was the best part of my take from the seminar.

All the invited guests with their true life experience, the video clips, and assigning us for
group discussions was very commendable.

I do hope the networking among participants is yielding positive results already through
information sharing. I do believe in no time, there will be physical structures for the
Ubuntus per country downward to the major towns and cities within each country if the
spirit is sustained.

The strategies that will help support global peace through education and sustainable
means of livelihood are needed to make the Ubuntu project sustainable.

Thank you for the opportunity.

Sincerely yours,
Egbe Bernard Ottawa
Dennis Mukenge Group



Sylvester Thomas
Sierra Leone
April 19, 2021

Dear Sir/Madam,
Letter to the Ubuntu Leaders Academy

Greetings from Freetown, Sierra Leone! I write this short note to extend my unreserved
thanks and appreciation to Prof. John Volmink- Director of the Ubuntu Global Network,
Rui Marques, Monica and the team for organizing the 2021- 1st digital edition training
for Africa and the Middle East on January 17 & 20th February 2021, it was a pleasure
being part of the sessions.

The five (5) topics (Leading like Mandela; Building bridges; Overcoming obstacles;
Ubuntu lives and I have a dream) were extremely relevant, useful, and timely as the
world faces a new normal- the global pandemic of covid-19 with new ways of working
and leadership challenges. The facilitators presented the contents of the topics in a
very friendly and professional manner using all tools, techniques, approaches, and
methodologies at their disposal. The language was simple and lucid. A group
photograph was taken with participants wearing their Ubuntu black T-shirts with an
inscription 466/64 depicting former President Nelson Mandela’s (Madiba) prison in-
mate number also formed a key part of the training.

The training helped me to broaden my network by meeting people from different
countries, learning about a variety of bridges that I have never seen and might not ever
see throughout my life. It also teaches me about the meaning of “Ubuntu” and its
philosophy, how Nelson Mandela preached about reconciliation that a leader should
have empathy, trust, be a servant leader. I was also fascinated by the way how we
misinterpret pictures with wrong meanings. I love the ice-breakers used in order to
release tension and above group 8- Kofi Anan – was very unique, dynamic, cohesive and
united in our resolve to undertake our assignments. We had exemplary presenters who
were very quick and to the point and time conscious, our leaders – Monica and
Caroline also exhibit sound professional skills in facilitation, explaining, and questioning.

Let me at this juncture once more express thanks and shower praises for the organizers
and facilitators of this very informative and educative training. It was a lifetime & a
never-to-be-forgotten experience. I would not hesitate in recommending this training to
everyone who expresses an interest.

Sincerely,
Sylvester Thomas.
Sierra Leone.
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